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ABSTRACT 
Th~ Stirl~ng property at- Springdale in north-central 
Newfoundland i s o n e of many pyritic copper prospects _ 
found in the dominantly pillowed Lower Ordo_vician. Lush's 
Bl.gh t c;roup . T lH' nearby ~vhalesback and Li t'tle Bay mine;; 
within t he ' Gr o up ct r l:' r ecent pas t-produ~ers of c_opper. 
Til,· ! :. J: · - . t.J (' d ~s unde rlain by a 3800-foot thi_ck seq-
:; ' ,, l3iqht .Group vol canics which has ·been 
dividt.'d • nt, ! fn u r mappab~e units: tuffaceous schists and 
s i li ceou s tu1 fc~ cco us schists; chlori tic metaqasal ts; 
v.ol canic brc ccid; and epidote basalt and isolated pillo\Y· 
basalt. Nume rous mafic intrusives are cons~dered to be 
fe~de r dykes a nd s i lls to the volcanic pile. Ten whol.e 
rock an a lyses support the interpreta'tion that the Lush's 
· Bight Group is a low-pot~sh tholeiite · that formed .i,n t he 
upper part of layer two of ancient oceanic crust. 
Tfie volcanic units and th~ related intrusives have 
be en meta morphosed to the · greenschist fac i es and have one 
goo.d penetrative, steeply dipping s
1 
fabric produc:d by 
the'main r~gional deformation- n
1
. This deformation 
produce d ve r y l a rge -scale fo"lds such that the entire 
map-a r e a i s unde rlain by part of one limb of a majo.r 
F J. ' fo ld . Small -scale ~ink b a nds and crenulations are 
e vi d e n c e for a local ly deve lope d n
2 
deformation. Two sets · 
\ 
' . 
--
. ' 
• 
- ii ._ 
. 
0 060° of faults .trending 0·30 and have been recognized 
in the subsurface drilling and they corresponq to strong 
topographic linears. 
Two separate zones of pyrite and chalcopyrite 
~ineralization with mi~or pyrrhotite and sphalerite have 
been designated "A" and "B". The sulphi des occur as 
massive or nearly massive lenses, pods and as a stock-
work of stringers. Disseminated sulphiqes are corrunon 
throughout the zones. In the "A" zone, t:hc sul~hides 
occur in the chlori tic me tabasal ts s -imilar to man~ of 
the pyritic copper deposits ~!n the Group. In the. "B" 
zone, the su~phides occur in the siliceous tuffaceous 
schists and to a lesser e~tent in the chloritic meta-
basalts. The mineralized zones are steeply dipping and 
. .. . ·. 
generally conformable with the stratigraphy and structure. 
P rimary sulp}:lide textures are absent d ue to recrystalliz-
ation and rernobilization during the o
1 
deformation .• 
The present distribution of sulphides res~mbles the 
disseminated stockwork . zone in the 'Cyprus type' ophiolite 
rninerali zati9n . 
' 
' 
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CHAP'rER I 
INTRODOcriON 
· .. ....., 
Location and access 
... 
The Stirling property of British Newfoundland - Explor-
ation Limited (~rinex) is located about one mile northwest 
of the town of Springdale (populqtion J,500) on Halls Bay, 
Notre Dame Bay;- NewfoUndland., This property is an original 
Fee Simple grant optioned by Brinex. The area studied is 
about 9,000 feet long and 5,000 feet wide (Figure 3). There 
are two distinct mineralized zones - 'A' aAd 'B' that have 
be en extensively tested by diamond drilling. The 'A' zone· 
lies approximately 600 feet north_of Stirling · Pond and the 
'B' zone is immediately north of ·Lower Twin Pond. 
F Access to the propertl' is by several footpaths and 
tractor roads from the ,Brinex Base Camp and from the t own . 
of Sp;ringdale. 
Topography 
Maximum relief in the study area is abo*t 300 feet . 
The hills and valleys are strongly aligned in an east-north~ 
.. 
easterly direction, although_ in the central .. part of the area 
this grain is transected by a strong photolinear, trending 
north-northeastward. This alignment reflects the general 
-'· 
strike of the vol~anic rocks. The low are a s , such as lakes 
( 
.. 
, 
2 
J [ 
INDEX MAP 
LEGEND 
SILURIAN 
f:\ ::":_':_::1 SPRINGDALE GROUP 
' LUSHS BIGHT GROUP 
M itesO I Miles 
~~~---SCALE 
Rood 
Ha lis Bay 
FIGURE 3 INDEX MAP 
- 3 - Plate I 
A Looking north from 9600E, 8500N. Stirling Pond 
is on the right. Small white tent near main 
shaft on the 'A' zone. 
B Assistant C.Whalen looking east from 9500E, 8500N. 
Sullivan Pond can just be seen through the trees 
in the foreground. Middle right is Halls Bay and 
the islands in Notre Dame Bay. 
.. 
- 4 -
and swamps are underlain by non-resistant schists and fault 
zones . The ridges and hilltops are .underl~in by more 
massive and res istant volcanic rocks and epidotized pillow 
lavas. Drainage is generally from w~st to east with Stir-
ling Pond draining into Upper Twin Pond. Along . .the above · 
mentioned · photol inear, howe ver, drainage i,s southwestward 
frdm Island Pond to Lower Twin Pon~ arili then to Upper Twin 
. . . 
Pond. Upper Twin Pond drains into Sulli~an Pond which 
eventua~ pr.Jins into Halls Bay (Figure 1). The map-area 
contains numero us swamps. 
The best bedrock exposures are on the hills and on the 
shores of the ponds. Overburden is generally l e ss than 
ten feet thick. 
Mining in the Halls Bay Area 
The Little Bay mine was the main copper producer in I 
the Halls Bay area prior to 1900. This mine produced 
continuously for fifteen years form 1878 to 1893. Nurner-
-
ous othe r smaller copper deposits have had sporadic prod-
uction over the same period. In 1961, the Little Bay mine 
was r e-opened by Atlantic Coast Copper Corporation Limited 
and produced until 1969. In 1965, Brinex 's Whalesback 
mine came into production at a rate of about 2, 000 tons 
per d a y. This mine closed in June, 19 72. The Gullbridge 
mine , twenty miles south of Springdale, produced from 
' .· 
... 
- 5 -
1966 to 1971 at a rate of 2,000 tons per day. 
History of the Stirling property 
During the period from ,1880 to 1882 the Betts ·cove 
Company sank ' two mine shafts and four test pits and : prod-
~ 
uced 240 long tons of copper ore concentrate. Inteirest 
in the property waned until the early 1960's when Brinex 
began the process of acquiring exploration privilegep 
from the present fee simple owners. . . 
In 196 7, Brinex carried out a geochemical soi 1 survey . 
on the property. Several anomalies were delineated and I . 
have. since been tested by- drilling. In 1968, Sander 
~ophysics Limited (Sander, 1969) was contracted to carry 
out a combin.ed helicopter-borne electromagnet~c (E-M) 
..... 
and. magnetic survey. The E-M survey sho~ed only a few pos-
i ti ve in -phase anomalies approximate l,.y overlying some of 
the magnetlc anomalies. The E-M anomalies ·are probably 
caused. by mafic . rocks, rather than sulphide mineralization. 
The magnetic anomalies were · interpreted as indicating 
structural changes, probably block fa ~..~lting, which transgress 
the general easterly strike of the rock units. 
In July, 1968, Irrspiration Limited was contracted by 
Brinex to begin diamond dril-ling on the property."' A total 
of 31,. 816 feet of core was recovered from 51 drill holes. 
The holes range from 186 to 1500 feet in ' length and give 
.. 
• 
I 
- 6 - Plate II 
A Diamond drilling 
at hole SP-69-41 
"Pulling rods" 
B Diamond drilling 
at hole SP-69-41 
"Lowering rods" 
- 7 -
.· 
a maximum vertical intersection of about 900 feet. H. R. 
Peters, J.E.S. James and T.N.N. Murthy, Brinex staff 
geologists, logged most of the core during 1968 and early 
1969. In 1972, Brinex dropped the option on the property. 
Principal geological investigations of the Halls Bay area 
Early geological studies were made by A.H. Murray 
and J.P. Howley (1881, 1918) between 1864 and 1909, by M.E. 
Wadsworth (1884) on the Little Bay Mine, and by A.F. 
Buddington, Edward Sampson and W.M. Agar on the Princeton 
Geological Expeditions between 1915 and 1919. Later, G.H. 
Espenshade (1937) mapped the Pilley's Island area and first 
defined the Lush's Bight Group. In 1938 and 1939, MacLean 
(1947) mapped the Little Bay area and examined many copper 
deposits with the help of Douglas, Williams and Rove. 
Regional mapping by E.R.W. Neale (Neale, Nash and 
Innes, 1960; Neale and Nash, 1963; and Neale in preparation) 
in the King's Point Map-area (on a scale of 1 inch to 1 
mile) included the Stirling property. H. Williams (1962) 
mapped the Botwood (west half) Map-area (on a scale of 1 
inch to 4 miles) which lies east of the Stirling property. 
H.R. Peters (1967) summarized the geology and history of 
the mineral deposits in the Halls Bay area. 
v.s. Papezik and J.M. Fleming (1967) distinguished 
the Whalesback type and St. Patricks type volcanic rocks 
. ,._-
- 8 -
near the Whalesbac~ and Little Bay mines. A study of the 
ore mineralogy and textures · at the Whalesback mine by K. 
Kanehira and q. Bachinski (1968) showed the sulphides 
have u~dergone structural deformation and regional meta-
morphism. 
Recently, Memorial University graduate students have 
studied a wide range of problems in the Lush's Bight Group. 
G. Gale (1970) studied the primary dispersion patterns of 
. copper, zinc, manganese and sodium in the wall rocks of 
three sulphide deposits: the Lady Pond prospect, Little 
Deer mine and Little Bay mine. B.E. Marten (1971) mapped 
the \'/estern Arm area of Green Bay, and defined the Western 
' 
Arm Group previously considered to be part of the Lush's 
I). 
Bight Group. U.A. Sayeed "studied the tectonic setting of 
the C~lchester plutons on Southwest Arm. J.R. DeGrace 
(' 
(1971) noted that sulphide deposits near King's Point occur 
{n chlorite schist zones that have a composite schist-
ose fabric. J.M. Bird and J.F. Dewey (1970) proposed a 
model for the evolution of the Appalachian orogen based on 
the new concepts of the Plate"Tectonic Theory. In their 
model the Lu.sh 's Bight Group was considered to be oceanic 
crust. W.G. Smitheringale (1972) presented the results 
and interpretations of 81 chemical analyses of Lush's 
Bight volcanics;. The exploration effort of Brinex and 
other mini~g companies in the area has contributed much 
- 9 -
geological information about the Halls Bay area in the form 
of unpublished assessment reports and maps. 
Previous studies of the Stirling Pond area 
MacLean (1947, p. 35) described the Stirling deposit 
as a quartz-sulphide vein replacement in a c~lori te schist 
lens which strikes 070° and dips 75° north in a sheared, 
metabasalt pil~ow lava country rock. He observed pyrite, 
~halcopyrite and sphalerite in the ore and quartz and cal-
cite as gangue min.erals. MacLean noted that the pyrite grains 
are rounded and in tensely fractured, and that the large 
grains crushed at their margins indicate post-p~rrite 
d~formation. He also stated that there is no evidence of 
any commercial quantity of ore, and that most' of the chlor-
i te schists in the vicinity ~ren a~ the surface. 
In 196 7, W. G. Sm.\ the ring ale carried out preliminary 
mapping of the present map-area and the surrotmding area 
.. 
at a scale of 1 inch to 400 feet. His in.itial interpret-
ation favoured gently dipping volcanic strata, possibly 
some type of stratigraphic control of rnineral.ization, and 
pyritiferous zones of greater lateral dimensions than 
vertical dimensions . 
H.o. Lilly, J.E.S. James (1967, l96.7a), and -o. Morris 
( 1965) have mapped areas adjacent to the Stirling property 
for Brinex. 
' 
• 
·::· 
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• 
Purpose and scope of the eresent study· 
This study was undertaken to attempt to define and 
• 
correlate volcanic-str:atigraphic units in the vicinity of 
the mineralized zones and to elucidate the structure, 
especially the scale of folding. The pro.blem was suggested 
to the writer by Mr. H.R . . Peters of Brinex who considered 
stratigraphy and structure to be the keys to pnders~nding 
the control and,istory of mineral•ization in the area. 
He obse;~e-tl ·th~; the diamond drill holes intersec~ed a 
.• 
number of .t~ffaceous units and that these units were 
. , ·~ ·-. 
sufficientfy distinct from tte common pillow lavas to make 
. -· 
feasible an attempt to establish a stratigraphic succession. 
Method of study 
The writer mapped the Stirling property at a scale of 
1 inch to 400 feet, from July to October, 1969, using air 
photographs and a grid for base control. Also, more th~n 
20,000 feet of diamond drill core were examined and 
appropriate samples collected (Figures 1 and 2). 
Most of the holes w~re drilled at inclinations be-
tween 45° and 65° south at a bearing of 155° north. Most 
collar locations have been surveyed and the f lattening of 
the drill holes has been determined by acid dip test or 
by Tropa t i surveying, generally at 100-foot intervals. 
At Memorial University of Newfoundland, the writer 
• 
ll -
examined thin sections, polished thin sectfons and pol-
ished sections of the samples collected. As well, some 
\ of the. drill core samples were sawn, -li'ghtly polished, 
and varnished and examined under a zoom stereoscopic 
microscope. Ten whole-rock chemical analyses were made r . , 
using an atomic absorption spectrophotometer. 
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. CHAPTER I I 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND COPPER DEPOSITS 
-~ 
Thc'Stirling property is orftirely underlain by 
volcanic rocks of the Lush's /Bight Group. This g roup 
fo -rms . a part of the Central Mobile Ucl t of.,._ Newfoundland. 
'· 
. :~us h's Uight Grouv 
.De fi nit ion 
This group was first defined by Espenshade (191_, 
p. 13) in the Pille"ys Island area. MacLean, (1947, p. 3,4) 
mupping in the Little Bay map-an~ a to the we s .t of Espen-
shade's area , recognize d similar lithologies and subdivid-
ed the Lush's Bight Group into three "sections"~ the 
Little Bay Head section, the Western Arm section, and th~ 
Halls Bay Head section. The latter two were correlateable 
. . 
and overlay the Little Bay Head section. Recently, 
Marte n(l971) defined the Western Arm Group as including 
all but the lowermost basalt member of MacLean's Western 
Arm s e ction. This basalt member is placed by Marten in 
the Lush's Bight Group. ~:> it is believed that the Halls 
Bay Head section is lithologically similar to the We~tern 
Arm Group and therefore it also should no longer be in-
/ 
eluded in the Lush's Bight Group. Hereafter, in this 
thesis the terminology o f Marten (1971) will be use d 
·-
\_ 
' 
.-
• 
I 
' 
• 
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unl~ss otherwise specified. 
Distribution and thickn~Js . 
The Lush's Bight Group occurs on the Springdale 
Pe ninsula between Southwest A.rm and Halls Bay and on 
parts of Sunday cove Island, Pilleys Island, and Triton 
Island. MacLean (1947, p.4) e.stimated the thickness of 
the Lit'tle Bay ilead ?ection to be 15,000 f eet, despite 
the fact that the group outcrops on th~ Springdale Pen-
insula for approximately 10 miles across strike. 
Lithological description 
The Lus~'s Bight Group has been described as con-
I 
sisting of great thicknesse~ of greenschist facies, pale 
to . dark gr~en, pillowed, mafic to intermediate volcanics 
and some interfingering lenses and thin beds of tuffs 
.and .agglomerates. 
The pillow lavas and pyroclast~cs are intruded by a 
• wide range of dykes, sills and plutqns, many of which 
• 
may be comayma tic with the extrusive s (compiled from 
MacLean, 1947; Neale in preparati on; Smitheringale, 1972) 
Structure and structural relationships 
In most places these . pillow lavas strike northeast 
. 0 0 . 
and d~p steeply from 7J to 80 northwest. Using care-
fully selected pillow tops, Neale stated that isoclinal 
' .., 
folding produced a repetition .of the strata and that 
the true thickness of the group was probably considerably 
.. 
l . 
\ 
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less than MacLean's estimate of 15,000 feet. Numerous 
high-angle faults subdivide the group into several blocks 
which show structural discordance with udjoining block~. 
The buse of the group is not known. The group is 
conformably overlain by the recently defined Western Arm 
Group (Marten, 1971) which is briefly. described below. 
The group is faulted against suspected Silurian rocks in 
severul places and the contact is commonly intruded by 
sills and dykes of rhyolite and feldspar· porphyry (N~ale 
in prep.). The Lobster Cove fault (defined by Espenshade, 
1937, t>· 20) is a high-angle fault that separates th£"f rel-
atively undeformed Siluri"¥1 (?) Springdale Group from Lush's 
0ight Group volcanic rocks . . This fault appears to be 
' ~~ . 
•' 
' offset 2 ~ miles (right-handed lateral displacement) by the 
Davis Pond fault (Neale and Nash, 1963). The Lobster 
Cove fault is part of the Lukes Arm Fault system extending· 
from eastern Notre Dame Bay. Along its length, this fault 
system separates mainly Low~r Ordovician volcnnics on the 
north·:~esi. from Middle Ordovician to Silurian rocks on the 
southeast. 
Age and origin 
There are no known fossil occurrences in the group, 
however the age is inferred to be Early Ordovician or 
older, as the base of the conformably _overlying Western 
Arm Group Has been dated on the basis of one brachiopod 
,. 
( 
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shell (MacLean, 1947,-p. 4). Bird and Dewey (1970, .) 
figu_re 5) interpret the age as Pr:ecambrian. · 
Traditionally, the group has bee~ consid~red to be 
t~e product of subaqueous v~~.anism due to the predomi.l'~ -
( 
ance of pillow lavas .. With the ·re9ent developments in 
plate tectonics, a more precise stat.ement of the env,iron-
ment of origin is desired. Bird and Dewey (1970, p. 1045) 
interpreted this group as layer 2 of the oceanic crust. 
Much later in the Early Ordovician, a · complex island arc 
was formed and the Lt.ish 's Bight Group . was upthrust as · 
wedge~ behind a trenc~ which is ~ostulated to be delineated 
by the Lukes Arm fault. ~. 
( .. . 
The anal~tical results presented by Smitheringale 
(19 72) show the group chemically to be. mainly· a !~-potash 
tholeiite typical of ~id-oce'an rid~e tho~ei~i tes; ·A few 
alkalic analyses allow an a~ternative suggestion that the 
. 1 
group may be related to the formation o1 an island arc . 
.... 
Western Arm Croup 
This grou~ has r~cently been defined by Marten (1971). 
It conformably overlies the Lush's ~ight Group. The 
Western Arm Group consists o .f three formations, a 'lower 
tuff formation (2,400 feet), .a middle pillow basalt 
formation (2,iOO feet), and an upper for~ation (3,600 feet), 
subdivided into a lower tuff and an upper agglomerate . 
• 
., . 
o · 
..... . 
-- ... 
·' 
. ' 
i 
c ) ·. 
i 
\ 
.. 
I 
) . 
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Gabbroic sills and a small quartz diorite plug are 
The believed to_ be genetically related to the volcanism. 
degree of alteration, deformation and metarnorph1.ism is 
considerable less intense in the Western Arm Group than · in 
the -Lush's.,Bight Group. MacLean ( 194 7) dated the Western 
Arm·Group as Early Ordovician, Canadian, based on the 
identification of a single brachiopod she 11 - Discotreta -
fro111 a shale lens near the base of the group. The West-
ern Arm Group may be equivalent to the Snooks Arm 0roup 
and to part of the Cutwell Group on Pilleys Island (Mar-
ten, 1971). 
It is thought, that the base Of . the Western Arm· Group 
., 
marks the chang~ from deep.:..water .oceanic volcanism to 
explosive island arc volcanism of dacitic a,_nd andesitic 
( • 
c;omposi tion. c This volca11ism took pl~ce in r.uch shallower 
water with Jsome periods of emergenc~ indicat~d by p:robable ~ - ' '·. 
ignimbrites (Marten, 1971, p.22) .. 
Copper deposi. ts 
Metallogenic province 
It has long been recognized that there is an unmistak-
abl~ spatial relationship between -the numerous pyritic 
copper '·sulph'ide occurrences and · volcanic host rocks in 
~the ~otre · Dame Bay ~ea (Snelgrove and Baird, 1953, p.37) 
such that the area rnay be describetl dS a copper metallogenic 
I ' 
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province. The mines and mineral occurrences in the Halls 
Bay area of Western Notre Dame Bay are shown on figure 4. 
It should be ''noted thut most of the deposit.~ occur north 
of the Lobster Cove-Lukes Arm fault zone as does the 
Stirliny deposit. There appear to be characteri stic 
di ffcrences in the mineral deposits on each side of the 
fault system. To _ the north the. deposits, such as Whales-
back, are typically small, simple, pyri te-chalcopy rite 
mineral_ized zones in Lowe r Ordovician, mafic, tholeii,~c 
pillow lavas and pyroclastics. <---.~ 
To the south of the fault the deposits have a more 
~omplex- polysulphide mineralogy in a host of more acidic 
and calc-alkaline compos} ~n. The main deposits south 
of th~ _ fault are Buchans, ' Gullbridge c3:nd Pilleys · Island. 
These types of deposits will not be considered furhter in 
this thesis. 
Description of pyritic cqpper deposits 
Most of the deposits and. occu+rences have the follow-
ing conunon characteri sties: 
1. Simple py_ri te-chalcopyri te, plineral"ogy predominates 
with locally minor concentrations of pynhoti te, 
sphalerite , magnetite and marcasite with quartz, 
ca lcite , chlorite and epidote as the gangue minerals. 
~/~,, 
I 
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2. The mineralized zones consist of lenses of low-grade 
. disseminated sulphides, stringers and veinlets, as 
well. as a few higher grade, massive bodies. 
3. The mineralized zones typically occur in 'chlorite 
' ~~ 
.. schists' or 'shear zones' which are derived from 
pillow lavas and pyroclastics. 
4. Most mineralized zones are steeply dipping as are 
the host rocks . 
5. Mineralized zones are cut by numerous dykes of a wide 
compositional range. 
6. The deposits, in general, do not have a close spatial 
relationship to plutonic rocks, however, the Colchester 
and Wha1esb~ck deposits are exceptions to this~ 
(MacLean, 1947; Peters, 1967; Fogwi11, 1970; Smither-
ingale, l972). 
Origin of the deposits 
H. Will i ams (1963) briefly summarized th~ early 
ideas on the genesis of these occurrences such as being 
depos i t e d by magmatic hydrothermal fluids from dioritic 
' 
intrusions (Snelgrove, 1931) ~ graniti c intrusions (He yl, · 
1936; Bai rd, 1948),and b t:ing deposited in faults and C.... 
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shear zones (MacLean, 1947, Baird, 1956). Williams noted 
the widespread distribution of the pyrite-chalcopyrite -
type deposits so consistently foWld in Ordovician volcanic 
rocks. He suggested that the base metal mineral de~s 
and volcanic rocks were genetically ·_related and that the 
sulphides originated with the volcanism. He further 
. 
sug~ested that the local features noted by the earlier 
authors controlled the latest emplacemnt or remobiliz-
ation of the sulphides as a consequence of structural 
deformation. 
Peters (1967), in a surnmarl:. paper of the sulphide 
'" deposits of Halls Bay area, also stated that the sulphides 
were probably directly related to the volcanism but later 
were remobilized into structural and stratigraphic traps, 
possibly in· conjunction wita·emplacement of'granodiorite 
plutons. 
In ci detailed study of the ore miner~logy and text-
ures in the Whalesback deposit, Kanehira and Bach in ski 
(1968, p. 1391) described primary colloforrn pyrite text-
ures and the replacement of pyrite by chalcopyrite. " The 
present distribution of sulphides post-dates the formation 1 
" / 
of the_ host volcanic rocks and is a consequence of struc-
tural de formation. Sulphide miJ.1e,ralization and shearing 
. 
over lapped, in part _at least, with chalcopyrite re-depos-
... 
ition continuing to later stages • . Porphyritic dykes cut 
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the shear zone and sulphide ore, with the wh~le being 
reg ione1lly me tc1mo rphosed ~· '!'hey cone! uded that the sulph-
ide mine.rLllizution must be post-volcan,ic lavas, 1n part 
pre-shearing and pre-rcgi~nal metamori?Dism. 
Although in the case of Whalesback and other dciposits 
the evidence for the exact relationship of the sulphides 
• 
to the volcanic host rocks has· been obscured by deformation 
and metamorphism, the mid-ocean ridge en vi ronincn t is 
considered a likely environme nt for the formation of sul-
phide deposits. Ore .. fluids may be expelled 0y volcanic 
exhalations or produced by magmatic hydrothermal or 
metamorphic hydrothe rmal processe~ and sulphides deposit-
t 
ed in stratigraphic .traps formed by aquagene tuffs, 
pillow breccias and volcanically derived sediments (Smith-
eringale, 1972). 
DeGrace (1971) and Kennedy and De'Grace (1972) 
concluded that the often minera~ized chlorite schist zones 
in the Lush's Bight Group represented early. shear belts in 
which an early foliation has been folded and transposed 
by the later, regional, penetrative deformation. The 
sulphides are pre-tectonic to the de"Velop!tJent of the sc:1ist 
zones and. were later remobilized in~o these zon~s during 
subsequent folding. 
<· 
• 
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CHAPTER I I I 
GEOLOGY Of' THE S'riRLING PROPERTY 
General Statement 
. It is difficult to map distinct stratigraphic volcanic 
units in many portions of th£> Lush's Bight Group. In the 
~tirling area, the diff i cultie s lie in distinguishing . or 
recognizing individual flows and their asso.ciated fe a tures 
S.IJch as l>recciatcci or vesicular flow tops or flow bottolfl!:; . 
. \'' .- -,, 
It . -is also difficult to determine in the field whether or 
not a given greenish-grey, fine-grained, cleaved volcanic •. 
rOCk iS dn andesite Or basalt 1 and in SOme CaSeS Whether 
the roc~ is intrusiv~ or ext~usive. Chlorite is present in 
almost all the rocks in. this area and whether it is 10 per 
cent or 50 per cent, the, dark green · chloritic colou·r · appears 
to mask other minerals and textures. 
Both in field mapping and core logging ·the writer us~·d 
both primary and s~condary features such as colour, meta-
rorphism, h~4J;othermal al t .eration, banding I brecciation' 
.. . . ,;· . ~ ~#J ,. 
cleavage, schis tosi.ty, and pillow structure as cri terL~ for 
separatinliJ>· the uni'ts in the volcanic sequence . . A.mygdules, 
on the other. hand, despite nwnerous mir.or occurrences, were 
not given much consideration as they were interpreted· to 
be restricted to localized pockets. In general, ~t is 
easier to identify rock types in the drill core than i n 
.. 
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weathered field samples. 
Description of Map-units 
In the Stirling map-area, the Lush 1 s. Bight Group is 
divided into four mappable volcanic units (Table III - l). 
Some of these are subdivided into sub-units mainly on the 
basis of alteration and primary structures ., Unit 1 consists 
of tuffaceous schists some of which arc highly siliceous . 
.. 
Unit 2 consists of several types of chloritic metabasalts. 
Unit 3 is a localized but highly distinctive magnetic, 
purple and greenish volcanic breccia. Unit 4 con~ists of 
2 sub-units: an epidote !;>asal t and an epidote-rich 
..., isolated pillow basalt • 
The mai~ cleavage or schistosity (Si) is usually 
~ 
steeper than or parallel to the lithological contacts, 
th·erefore the volcanic sequence , is believed to be upright 
and unit 1 is cons.idered to be tl)e oldest unit in the map-
area. This will oe further discussed in chapter IV. 
Unit l Tuffaceous schists 
Distribution and thickness 
This un'i t underlies the low-lying areas in a be,l.-t 
from Stirling Pond to Lower Twin Pond. It has been 
recognized : .xtensi vely in the dri 11 core from the 1 B 1 
·· zone and to a _minor extent in the 1 A 1 zone. The outcrops 
.. 
-EAA 
r·1esozoic ? 
Paleozoic 
.. -
-JJI!E'-
TABLE III - I TABLE 
PERIOD 
r-11\P-UNIT and 
THICKNESS (feet). 
Q) 
Jurassic or :> 
·..-1 
Early ~ 
Cretaceous lj 
c 
H 
Ordovician 
and 
Younger 
• 
Early 
Ordovician 
C'-• 
Q) 
:> 
·..-1 
Ul 
:J 
1-t 
-4-.J 
c 
H 
-
.r::: 
Ul 
:J 
....:l 
I 
Q) 
C) 
c Q) 
:J 
0' 
Q) 
(f) 
unit 7 
unit 6 
unit 5 
sub-unit 4b 
1300 + 
sub-unit 4a 
800 + 
unit 3 
700 + 
unit 2 
400 + 
unit 1 
600 + 
nF r'\L\P-UN ITS 
LITIIOI.DSY 
7' Lamprophyre · · 
6c, Fine-grained diorite and 
diabase 
6b, Medium-grained gabbro and 
diorite 
6a, Feldspar porphyry 
Intrusive contacts 
5, Rhyolite, felsite 
Relations unknown 
4b, Isolated pillow basalt 
Gradational contact 
4a, Epidote basalt 
3' 
Conformable contact (?) 
Volcanic breccia 
Conformable contact (?) 
(partly interfingering) 
2b, Schistose chloritic basalt 
2a, Chloritic basalt 
Gradational or interfingering 
contact 
la, Tuffaceous schists, lb 
Siliceous tuffaceous 
schists 
; · 
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of this unit are mainly_ confined to smp.ll exposures on-
the shores of the ponds. This unit . is approximately 
600 feet thick. 
Lithology 
Unit 1 is'sub-divided into 2 sub-un,ts:la, tuffac-
eous schists and lb, a texturally similar zone of silic-
eous tuffaceous schists·. These sub.:.uni ts .are readily · 
distinguishable in· the drill core although gradational 
varieties exist . . In outcrop, sub-unit lb is ~ecognizable, 
however, sub-Unit la, being similarly chloritic to unit 
1 
t:. 
2, may not b~ clearly separated from unit 2 in the area 
north of the Twin Ponds • 
. Sub-unit la is gr~yish to greenish in colour. It 
fs typically finely schi~se, · but there are a few 
coarser fragmental or · streaky varieties of .schists (Plate 
III - . A). Small amygdules may occur in this unit but 
they are r~re. . Sub-unit lb is much greyer and less 
_.1 
green in colour than la. This is due to the higher quartz 
content which is readily seen in · the hand specimen. 
This unit as a .whole consists of widely varying 
proportions of the following main minerals: plagioclase, 
chlorite, quartz, sericite, calcite, and relatively minor 
amounts o.f disseminated epidote, uagneti te, and · sulphi4'es 
(mainly pyrite) . Plagioclase (albite An6 ) laths are 
.. 
- 27 - Plate III 
I I '11' I I I I I I I kl' I I I I' I I I I I I I I' I I I I' I I I I' I I I I' I I I I I I I I 
A Drill core samples from unit 1 showing coarse frag-
mental and tuffaceous textures. 
a: from sub-unit lb with a highly siliceous matrix. 
b: from sub-unit la with chlorite in both frag-
ments and matrix. 
B Photomicrograph of bottom sample in above picture 
showing the tuffaceous texture; (X30),X-nicols. 
- 28 - Plate IV 
A Photomicrograph of relict quartz phenocrysts in a 
quartz-sericite schist (sub-unit lb). Matrix 
quartz is chert-like: (X48), X-nicols. 
B Photomicrograph of laminations in tuff (unit 1); 
(X 48), Plane light. 
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quite rare but lhey do occur as large relict phenocrysts 
and as very fine micro11tes. Albite also probably 
occu:r's in its typical metamorphic cjlnhe?ral form in which 
it is very difficult to visually distinguish from· quart~. 
Quartz has been readily ;identified where it is medium-
to coarse-grained. In some rocks there arc large isolated 
relict phenocrysts (Plate IV-A). There is also abundant, 
aphanitic, •chert-like quartz in th'e matrix, sometimes 
occurring as quite distinct laminations (Plate IV-B). 
Chlorite grain size is variable. The finest grain size 
is suggestive of vol6anic ash. Chlorite typically 
occurs as micaeous flakes that bend around coarse quartz . 
. .. 
grains. Chlorite also occurs as coarse, irregular shaped 
patches~ that may be tuff .fragments. In places the chlorite 
is massive and coarse grained with some inclusions of 
quartz. Sericite occurs with chlorite 
without chlorite in others, es~ecially 
~n ~orne rocks and 
i~ sub-.uni t lb. In 
a few thin sections, it was noted that sericite in the form 
of thin, widely-spaced flakes defines a possible early 
fabric ( pre-si) • . The angle between the two fabrics is 
approximately 35° (Plate V-B) . . Carbonate alteration 
commonly occurs in coarse patches, disseminat~d grains and 
in amygdules. 
All rocks in ··this unit have one good penetrative 
' fabric (S1), usually defined by the parallel or augen 
• 
- 30 - Plate V 
A A quartz chlorite-schist from unit 1 showing 
only one fabric; (X48},X-nicols. 
B A quartz-sericite schist ··from unit 1 showing 
2 fabrics; (X48), X-nicols. 
<J 
• . 
,_ --
.. ; 
. · 
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'Jrowth of chlorite und sericite (Plate -V). The age of 
much ot the yu..1rt:z: present in these rocks is"beGeved to 
bt~ I_.Jl:rt~-main detoi·mati6Ji as Ute s
1 
fabri'c often wrups 
.aro.und the coarser quurtz yrilins. The chert-like quartz 
<]rains hdVt'> i.l preferred orient.Jtion IJar .:~ llL•l to the chlor-
itL' d!H.I se ricite. (S 1) fabric. •Both tyiJ<.!S qf early quartz 
hdVL' " 'tiir.ty' <-IIJ!X~ilruncc UUt' to nunlL'rous fine incl usiqns. 
Tlw yu-1rtz al::;o shows uneven extinction. Mutual (jr<lin 
boundaries an-> very irregular and show ~-- cons i de-raLlP 
Jc~:Jrce ut embaymc nt::c. Tl)c re is som6 mi'hor.' cvidence for ' o,..~ 
.' pi1t•-s 1 silicific<Jtion in the form of quartz vcinlets th.:1t 
l h<.~ve s ubsequcn tly bl'CI1 de fo rmcd, possibly catacl as tically. 
Minor syn -tectonic growth of yuartz is mainly seen in 
pressure shc~dows aro und large py:ri te ~rains or othet;" 
fragments · (Plate \ll-A). The quurt z has a feathery 
columnar imiJin9cment texture (Spry, 1969, p. 161). Minor 
post-tectonic quartz occurs in small patches and cross- )' 
cutting vein/ 
' 
Both the syn;- and post- tec.tonic types 
1\<.nie a 'clean' appearance \oV~ th only rare l inclusions. ·· 
. . ~ 
'fhc grain boundaries a_re straighter and less embay'ed. 
· Contact r e lations 
'\. c... 
Unit 1· is believed to · be the oldest unit in the map-
area. Although rocks of both units 2 and 4 occur to the 
south, it i s not known whether they are actually stratig-, 
raphically - l:ower or are repeated by faulting and/or 
- 32 - Plate VI 
A. Photomicrograph showing feathery quartz in a 
pressure shadow; (X30), X-nicols. 
B. Photomicrograph of an altered sericite schist 
of sub-unit lb; (X30), X-nicols. 
!". - . ·· 
( 
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folding. Unit 1 grades upward into unit 2. The contact 
between la and lb is gradational and is arbitrarily taken 
in hand specimen by the writer where a siliceous appear-
ance is more dominant than a chlori tic appearance. , Sub-
unit lb in general underlies la and there fore is consid-
' 
ered ~o be older but this relationship is not consistent 
• 
everywhere. 
Origin 
The evidence for a tuffaceous origin is based on: 
• 1 . A few samples . with textures consisting of coarse 
'\.. i 
.. .... fragments of volcanic ash or ragged patches of 
laminated tuff. 
·2. Relic phenocrysts of quartz and plagioclase. 
3. In a few drill holes there are bands generally less 
· ... 
than 2 feet thick, composed of almost pure chlorite 
of extremely fine grain size and not sho·!ing intense 
sheari·ng, possibly representing thin beds of vo.l-
canic ash . 
Numerous irregular shaped patches of mainly chlo..rite~ ... 
and other distinct compositions that may be tuff -
4 • 
aceous in origin. 
The origin of the peculiarly abundant quartz i n sub-
unit lb is unknown except that it is mostly pre-s
1
. 
.• 
• 
. ~ . 
\ 
) 
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There are several possible origins for the quartz': 
-1. The primary chemical composition of this unit may 
have been rhyo~itic favouring the crystallization 
of abundant free quartz. 
2. Chert may .have been precipitated from sea water and 
interbedded at incorporated with the pyroclastics. 
during their . diagenesis. 
• 
3. Hydrothermal silicification, rising in the complex 
fault zone underlying Stirling, Upper and Lower Twin 
and Sullivan ponds, may have been acitve before the 
main regional deformation. 
The writer prefers either the second or third ment-
ioned possible origins. 
Unit 2 chloritic metabasal ts 
.·This unit is sub-divided into two sub-units: 2a, 
chloritic basalt and 2b, schistose chloritic basalt. ~The 
dominating characteristic of this unit is the abundance of 
chlorite. 
Distribution and thickness 
Unit 2 occurs' fn a belt about 400 . feet thick, · lying 
Petween sub-unit 4a and Stir~ing and Upper Twin Ponds 
- 35 
and south of unit 3. In the 'A' zone it occurs in . inter-
fingering lenses within sub-unit 4a. A few small out-
c;.rops southea.st of Stirling Pond rtiay indicate a second ·
1 
belt of this unit or, alternatively, additional inter-
fingering lenses. 
Lithology 
The basalts and schists o~ this unit are typicatly 
fine-grained and da.rk green :to greyish-green in colour. 
The chloritic basalts of sub-unit 2a (PWte VII-A) have a 
I ,. 
good penetrative cleavage but do not have miner~logicaJ,.ly 
distinct ~~yers as do the schistose chloritic basalts 
of sub-unit 2b (Plate VII-B). 
-
This .. unit consists of mai·n~y plagioclase (albite, 
An 6 ) laths (SO%) and chlorite (30%). In places, fine, 
interstitial quartz, similar to quartz occurring in unit 
1, is moderately abundant. Calcite is the main alterat-
ion mineral occurring in both sub-units but it is more 
, 
abundantly developed in . sub-unit 2b within the chlorite-
, . 
poor layers. Sericite and epidote are extremely rare in 
this unit. Magnetite and leucoxene · occur as disseminated, 
fine grains and massive stringers. Zones of- ore grade 
and near ore grade chalcopyrite are associated with highly 
chloritic host rocks~ 
The plagioclase laths are well preserved and·albite 
twinning ·is very coi'nmori. The graffi. boundaries of the 
- 36 - Plate VII 
A Photomicrograph - Typical chloritic basalt (unit 2a) 
with plagioclase laths (white) set in a chlorite 
groundmass (dark grey) and disseminated pyrite grains 
(black); (X48), Plane light. 
B Photomicrograph - Schistose chloritic basalt (unit 2b) 
showing possible flow banding. Dark chloritic layers 
contain very fine-grained, aligned plagioclase laths, 
whereas, the alternate layers contain abundant coarser 
plagioclase; (X30) ,X-nicols. 
I 
., 
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plagioclase may be strongly altered giving a fuzzy 
appearance. Fine inclusions are abundant in the plag-
ioclase. Chlorite is the most common matrix mineral 
filling the. interstitial spaces around the plagioclase·: . 
In sub-unit_, 2a it has grown ·w1th a preferred orientation 
. ,J 
but rarely does it - form a schistosity or banding as in 
sub-unit 2b. The~ scl1istosity in sub-unit 2b consists 
of al ternating~-chlori te-rich layers with chlorite-poor 
and calcite-plagioclase-rich l~yers that range in thick· 
ness ness from 0.5 - 2.0 mtn. In places the plagioclase 
' lattls within the chlorite bands may be smaller and have a 
preferred orientation whereas the laths in the other 
calcite-plagioclase-rich _.layers are larger and have a 
more random orientation. 
Within unit 2 are narrow lenses ranging from a few 
inches to . several feet thick of dark green chlorite 
schist con:;ii:iting almost entirely of chlorite. The 
chlorite schist in the drill core tends to break ~asily in-
to thin wafer-like pie.s:;es. Pyrite-chalcopyrite mineral-
ization occurs within the chlorite schist. 
·<, 
Contact relations 
., ' 
' ... , 
Unit 2 is in gradational contact with units 1 and 3. 
In the 'A~ zone it occurs as interfingering lenses within 
unit 4. 
\ 
\ 
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Origin 
This unit was prObably formed by a succession of 
• 
massive to fin~ly flow-banded basaltic fiows. The fine-
grained and often minera~ized narrow zones of chlorite 
sci1ist within this unit may be minor tuf.,f beds or inter-
bedded . volcanic sediments. 
Unit 3 Volcanic breccia 
This . unit contains distinctive, reddish, magnetic, 
volcanic fragments. These fragments arc not similar to 
any other volcanic rock in the map-area. 
Distribution and thickness 
This unit has been recognized southwest of Island 
Pond in drill holes SP-26,30,31,37,39,40 and 45. This 
\ 
unit has not been positively recognized in outc~p, however, 
some of tha schistes~ outcrops on the shores of Island 
Pond may be part oi.,this unit. This unithap been traced 
along strike for about 800 feet. The thickness is · about 
· 700 feet. 
Li thdlogy 
The volcanic breccia . consists of up to 70 per cent 
reddish and purplish volcanic fragments ranging up to two 
inches in diameter set in a schi stose quartz-chlorite 
matrix . The fragments vary from angular and quit~ un-
deformed to highly de f ormed with an augen shape (Plate 
J 
-
.. .., . .. 
·-
0 
IN 
0 
a 
I 
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I 
5 
Drill core samples of unit 3. 
a: augen schist. 
Plate VIII 
b: volcanic breccia with coarse, magnetic, 
arnygdaloidal fragments that are dark 
red in hand specimen (day light). 
\ 
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VIII-a). Small quartz arnygdules. are weakly s ·cattered' in 
some of the coarser fragments. In drill hole SP-37-69 
an unusual variety of this breccia had coar~e but highly 
irregular patches of epidote alteration mostly confin~d 
to .the matrix. The fragments in this case were grey ish-
g'reen rather than reddish or purplish . . 
The typical ·reddish and purplish fragments.., 
} 
especially the coarser ones (Plate IX), consist of well 
'· preserved ophitic plagioclase rnicrolites (75%) from 0.1 
to 0.2 mm_. in length, interstitial chlo"rite (15%) and • . 
J:elatively abundant, fine, disseminated eufl.edral grains 
. of magnetite (10%). The matrix of the breccia consists 
of very fine-grained aggregates of chert-like quartz 
patches and streaks of chlo.ri te and patches and grains 
' · 
of secondary calcite, thin flakes of .sericite, disseinin-
- ... 
ated magnetite and minor pyrite. 
Both chlorite and sericite have grown in the planes 
of schistosity that mainly wrap around the fragments. 
In a few rocks the sericite fabric is well deve·loped 
~ 
through the !'ragmen ts. The matrix quartz in f>laces shows 
a slight preferred orientation. I 
Contact relatiorls 
The lower contact zone of ' this unit rapidly · grades 
from augen schists and schists into basalts and schists 
of unit 2 over an interyal of two to three feet. The 
- 41 - Plate IX 
A Photomicrograph - Typical volcanic breccia with 
magnetite-rich fragments. Unit 3;{X40) ,Plane light. 
B Photomicrograph - Similar to above at higher magnif-
ication to show siliceous matrix and magnetite-
rich fragments; {Xl20) ,x-nicols. 
J 
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natqre of the-y_ pper contact is not known as .- i ~ is 
obscured byl~es. As this unit was not'positively 
' 
identified in4crop, its relationships with the other 
units along strik are not known. · 
Origin 
The occurrence of coarse, volcanic breccia sugge~ts 
close proximity to an e?tplosi ve, submarine, vol.canic (' 
centre. Alternative!~ this unit may be a pilJow brecci;a. 
i 
! 
1 Unit 4 Epidote basa~t ' and isolated pillow ba$alt 
Unit 4 is a disti~ve, epidote-rich, ma.fic, vol-
canic rock. It has been sub-divided on the basis of the 
presence or absence of possible pillow structures into 
~ . . 
epidote basalt (Sub-unit 4a) and isolated pillow basalt 
(stlb-uni t 4b). 
Dis~ibution anq thickness 
Sub-unit 4a outcrops in a belt north of Stirling 
and Upper Twin Ponds. Its thickness is approximately 800 
l· feet. · In a belt parallel to sub-unit 4a, sub-unit 4b 
is well exposed, underlying the resistant hills on· the 
\ , 
north side of the map-area. It is also well exposed on 
hills south of Stirling and west of Sullivan Ponds. In 
drill holes SP ... 41 a~d SP-42, a 530-foot. thick section of 
4b (down the hole) was intersected. It is b~lieved 
that this sub-unit outcrops fo~. a considerable disi~nce 
, 
, 
' 
·, 
' 
' .. 
...... 
• 
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plate X 
A Hand specimens of unit 4: 
a: heavily disseminated epidote alteration in a 
basalt. 
b: part of an epidosite body. 
B Epidosite bodies in outcrop (P) that are inter-
preted to be isolated pillows. 
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·r . 
north of the area mapped and its thickness is unknown. 
Maximum thickness in the map-area is about 1, 300 feet. ' t 
"Lithology 
Unit 4 is typically a fine-grained, faintly cleaved, 
mafic, volcanic rock. Its colour ranges from greenish-
grey to green to yellowish-gree~. Epidote altercttiort 
occurs in a wide range of forms frc,m a pervasive fine-
grained dissemination throughout the basalt to 
veins, patches, clots and occasional amygdule fillings 
(Plate X-A). 
Within sqb-unit 4b are distinctive green~sh-yellow 
epidosite* bodies (Plate X, A and B). They have a bun 
·shape and are generally about 12 inches in maximum dimf&n-
sion. It is thought that th~se bodies repn~nt repraced 
isola fed pillows or pillow ~res. Typically, .the"/ are 
. qpite widely separated (1-20 feet) and rarely are two of 
..... 
these b6dies ever in contact, thus pillo~ tails are ~ot seen . 
Also they are invariably r'c1unded rather than angular 
and thus they are pro~ably not a pillow breccia. An 
alternative interpretation that is not favoured by ehe 
au thor is that they may be vol can:lc bombs rep! aced by -. 
11 epidote and quartz. 
... . 
Chert and jasper occur as small patches and lenses 
ranging from a few inch~s to . 2 feet long. Jasper was 
seen in 
drill holes SP- 32 and SP-4 5. " 
-.-E-p-_ ~-- d_o_s_i_t_e __ i_s_d_e_f_i_n_e_d_ a_s--a-,-, r_o_c_k_ co_ m_p_o_s_e_d_e_s_s_e_n_t_l _ a_l_·_l_y_o_f 
epidote and quartz" (from A.G. I. Glossary of Geology and Rel. Sci.) . · · 
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In the field the epi:dote basalt . (sub'-uni t 4a) has 
0 
the same a'ppearance as the matrix of the. isolated pillow 
basalt (sup-unit 4b). 
Sub-unit 4a anC: the matrix of 4b consist of chlorite 
(40%), plagiocl~se (20-30%), epidote, sphene, leucoxene, 
·ilmenite and/or magnetite (25% but quite variable) and 
. . ' . ~ 
minor actinolite, calcite, pyrite (each generally 5% or t 
less) . Chlorite is the dominant mineral occurring around · 
and interstitial to thi~ altered. phenocrysts. The micro-
-lites are- typ~cally small, aJ::>out 0.1 ll1I1). long. Generally, 
the primary texture' is still recognizable as ophitic or 
sub-ophi tic. Epidote, 'sphene and leucoxene are generally 
more abundant in this unit· than in any other. The epidote 
may be either typically yellow or very cloudy and gran-
ular and _ranges from less ' than 0.1 mrn. to several rnnL 
Dark brown to blackish sphene is usually abundant and is 
often alt~red to leucoxene. Fine, black, granular inclus-
ions occurring within the sphene are proodbly ilmenite or 
, ,~ magnetite. Actinolite is present as small, greenish, 
.~ . 
. fibrous grains that are usu~lly highly altered along their ~ . ·'' .! ' . 
~argins. The y are usually interstitial to the plagio-
clase microlites. Carbonate alteration occurs in fine 
veinlets and as very fine g r aj.ns scattered throughout the 
matrix. Pyrite is dissifminated as fine, anhedral g r ains, 
generally l e ss t i1an 0. 3 mm. 
; 
( 
' ' ·~ '. 
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In hand specimen this unit has a fine cleavage that 
is spaced 1...:3 mm. apart. It. is mos·t easily seen on the 
weathered surfaces. In thin section this cleavage is in 
places only faintly developed, but where it is developed 
it consists of irregular cracks that are marked by a fine 
growth of chlorite and minor rusty staining .in near 
I 
I surface samples. The pil101r1s a:z;e flattened in the plane 
o f the f ab r i c . 
Contact ·relations 
Unit 4 is in contact with units 1, 2 and 3. The 
. .. 
contacts between units 1 and 4, and 3 and 4 are probably 
sharp but they are very poorly exposed. The contact · 
between units 2 and 4 _is more gradational and in places 
interfingering. No volcanic unit has been recognized_ to 
_lie stratigraphically above this unit within the ~ap-· . · 
area, . The contact bet_ween sub-unit 4a and 4b has been 
arb_i, trarily drawn by the writer where pillow structures 
become rare or absent. 
Origin 
It is th~ugh t that ~1is unit was extruded in Sub-
marine condi tl.ons because of the presence of the epidosi te 
/r·· 
'•I 
bodies . interpreted as pillows. Simi! ar struC!tures . clearly f .. 
are pillows or related to pillows eJ. sewhere . in the Lush • s 
~ 
The wide distribution of pillows in the 
, ' Bight terra-in. .. 
.. 
Lush's Bight Gro:Jp has led many workers to conclude · that 
whole is submarine in origin. 
... 
l 
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unit 5 Rhyolite 
Distribution and thickness 
Rhyolite is a rock unit of very minor importance 
in the map-area. Only a few, apparently unrelated 
occurrences were noted in .the drill core. In drill hole 
SP-10-68, rhyolite was intersect~d from 103 'to 179 feet 
(measured down the hole). Three drill hol.es-4»1 a section 
100 feet to the east failed to intersect this unit. This 
may indicate that it pinches out abruptly or it i..s ·faulted 
off. Thus the true thickness of this unit cannot be 
de te rmi ned. 
Lithology 
In the drill core the rhyolite is light grey, nassivfi, 
. . 
aphanitic and very hard. It is moderately fractured with 
fine coatings of calcite and chlorite filling the . 
• fractures. Pyrite occurs as fine veinlets and disseminated 
blebs. A visual estimate of the minerals presen-t in 
thin section is as follows: 
' feldJ5par 
quartz 
chlorite 
felsic groundmass - mainly ·quartz 
calcite and minor white mica 
pyrite 
10-15% 
10-15% 
10~ 
60% 
2-3% 
1-2% 
. Microphe~ocrysts ( 1 mm.) of feldspar and quartz are 
( 
scattered throughout an aphanitic groundmass of probably 
devi trified glass, with minor inclusions and intergrown 
patches, threads and specks of chlorite. Very minor 
I 
I 
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carbonate alteratiOQ j.s disseminated throughout. Dissem-
inated dnhedral pyrite grains are generally 1-2 mm. There 
is a ' weak indicatipn of a fabric consisting of a preferred 
orj,entation of inclusions and the g'roundmass quartz'. It 
is also possible that the main deformation has produced 
.,. 
the fine, chlorite-filled fracturin,g. 
Origin 
Due to tl1e restricted nature _pf the occurrence of 
"this unit it is verf.v difficul,t{1<t discuss its _ origin. I t 
\ . 
is not known. whether this unih is extrusive or intrusive . ,, 
~s it is compositio~ally quite different from other volcan-
· ··.~,~ 
ic units.,_ its behaviour during deformat,ion would be expected 
to al s o be different. The. f~int ·fabric possibly indica.tes 
that it is •pre-deformation (D1 ). It may represent a small 
local centre of ~ilicic volcanism ~ithin the Lush's Bight 
Gr:oup or it could. represent post-Lush's Bight, but pre-
"de formation i ·gneous activity. It is not known to ·be cut 
by any other intrusive rocks. 
Unit 6 Mafic intrusive rocks 
''*"• 
' .. 
MOst of the intrus i ve rocks in the Stirling map-are <\ 
are rna fie in composition . They h a ve been sub-divi ded into 
three type s of .sub- units, based on the -presence or absence 
o f phe noc ry s ts_ and grain size: Feldspar porphyry (sub-unit 
6a) 1 ffie dium-g_raine d gabbrO 'and d i-ori te (Sub- unit 6b) r and 
I, 
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Plate XI 
b 
c 
Drill core samples of intrusive rocks. 
a: Feldspar porphyry - unit 6a. Coarse 
white mineral is highly altered 
(epidotized) feldspar. 
b: Medium-grained, mafic, intrusive rock-
unit 6b. 
c: Fine-grained, mafic, intrusive rock-
unit 6c. 
- 50 .-
.. 
fine-grained to aphanitic diorite and diabase (sub-uni·t 
6c) (Plate. XI) • 
, 
Distribution and thickness .... 
.  
Feldspar porphyry ·occurs in both the . " A" and "B" zones. 
It is generally the . thickest of the mafic intrusives. In 
· .. . . 
drill hole SP-31-69, ·it was intersected for . about 19Q feet. 
' . ~~ . 
· Correlation with · a s1.1rface outcrop suggests ti:\qt it i .s very 
steeply dipping and conformable .with the host voh;:<;mj,~, 
rocks. Thus, its true thickness is about 120 feet, h~wever, 
this is interpreted to be a. local thickening of the 
intrusion and its normal thickness is 60 feet or less., 
Dykes of sub-units 6b .~d 6c occur abundan~ly in the ·drill 
core and over most ·of the area mapped. In t;tle whole map-
area intrusive rocks comprise 10-20 per cent of the total 
. rock vol urne. In some outcrops, dykes accqunt for up 'to 40 
per cent. The author has re-visited some of these outcrops 
tO· check if these outc~ops were sheeted dykes. . Field evid-
ence indicates that . this possible interpretat;i..on is not 
..... . 
warranted . . Although a great many dykes are .Parallel and 
sub-parallel with a northerly trend, they were not seen to 
I 
intrude or be in contact with. each other. 
Dykes ·of sub-unrts · 6b and 6c range in thi ckness form 
5 to 20 feet. 
Litho log-y 
· Fe~dspar porphyry in · hand specimen is dark ,green,. 
...... 
. . 
. t 
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\. 
' fine-grained, wit!) 15-20 per cent large, altered, ~ink 
· fel~spar phenocrysts up to 7 mm. in diameter (Plate XI-a). 
The phenocrysts appear to be stretched and the grain 
boundaries are strongly altered. The groundrnass has a 
strong fabric. Microscopically, defo·rmation has obli t-
erated nearly all the primary minerals and textures. 
Epidote, sericite, chlorite and sphene are the main a~­
teration minerals abundantly present throughout. They 
are coarser in grain size where · they are replacing the 
phenocrysts than in the groundlnass. Very fine-grained, 
syn-tectonic quartz has grown in' pressure shadows behind 
and within the remnant ·p.henoccysts. Few hornblend~ grains 
are recognizable that have not been severely al·tered. 
Sub~unit 6b1 medium-grained gabbro anti diorite, is 
generally faintly to distinctly porphyritic, howe·ver, the 
phenocrysts are much smaller than in 6a.. Some medium-
grained, non-porphyritic dykes have been included in this · 
sub-unit. The colour of this sub-unit is typically dark . 
greenish to greenish-grey (Plate XI). Plagioclase, 
chlorite, hornblende, pyroxene, epidote 1 calcite 1 quartz, 
sphene and leucoxene are the main minerals present in thin 
seciton, in highly varying proportions. Pyroxene phen-
ocrysts are sometimes preserved but more commonly they 
have been replaced by hornblende. Hornblende has bee n 
partly altered to chlorite. Plagioclase ranges from 25 
. - 52 .... 
to 60 per cent. Epidote alteration is highly variable 
from sample · to sample, ranging between 5 and 20 per 
Original ophi t .ic and sub-ophi tic ·t'e!xtures are 
recognizable where the [1\etamorphic al tera·tion 
strong. 
. . 
Sub-~nit 6c is mainly composed 
aphanitic diabase that ir generally 
massive· and greenish-grey in colour. The is 
0.1-0.2 mm. (Plate XI). Mineralogically, 6b 
and 6c are similar. Original textures are gene 
· well preserved wh~le a chlori tic foliation · may 
well preserved. 
quite 
Contact relations 
Mafic intrusive rocks cut all 
(l-4). _The main' foliat.i,on (s1 ) in 
similarly cuts ~he intr~_sives. Numerous 
dragfolded dykes indicate that . they have 
same deformational history ·as the volcani 
margins are comlnonly seen in Outcrop and 
core and they range from a few inches 
feet in thickness. 
Origin 
r-
units 
t·ances of 
fered the 
Chilled 
than 2 
The compositional similarity 
deformation age of most of these 
pre-main 
inl!cate that 
they are probably feeder dykes volcanic pile. 
... 
,· 
, 
I 
I 
., 
Ot 
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Unit .· 7 Lan}?rophy re 
\ 
Distribution and thickness 
Possible lamprophyre dykes occur in drill hole~ 
SP-5-68. \d SP-7-68 ('A' zone). In ~ach hole there are 
several fort 1-_5 foot intersections. 
Lithology 
In .hand specimen these rocks are a dull chocolate 
brown colour. They are ·hard, massive, sometimes porphyr-
,. 
itic, fine grained and magnetic. One thin section shows 
the .following modal analysis: 
hornblende phenocrysts (primary?) 
plagioclase 
hornblende in groundm(Jss 
magnetite 
chlor~te1 calcite· and epidote 
15% 
55% 
15% 
5% 
'5-10% 
Hornblende phenocrysts range in size from 0.3 to 1.0 mrn .. 
Their cores are generally partly replaced by chlorite ·and 
some calsi te . · Very tine hornblende grains . also occur in 
the groundmass. They have an acicular shape and are about 
0. 2 tnm. · long. Some albite twinning is present. The plag-
ioclase contains abundant .fine inclusionfo. I . Th~' magnetite 
grains · are typically less than 0 •l min. in size and uniform-
ly disseminated throughout. Some ·fine-grai~ed, ~loudy 
' . 
epidote is also s ·cattered in the groundmass. There is . a 
preferred ·mineral orientation of . the acicular hornblende 
and some of th.e plagi oclase laths. This appears to be a 
priinary lineation rather than a: metamorphi c fabr i c. The 
I 
! 
I 
I 
,i 
.' I 
.. . 
,. 
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mineralogy and texture indicate thfs is probably a 
spessartite lamprophyre. 
The unusually fresh texture o.f these rocks suggests 
that they are .the most recent intrusive event in the 
map-area, but their actual age is unknown. Elsewhe.re.in 
Notre Dame Bay, Poole (1967, p.42) reports three K-Ar 
• 
dates ranging from 115 to 144 million years on undeformed 
la~rophyres that cut Ordovician and Silurian rocks. H . 
. Peters (pers. comm.) reports a K-Ar date of 385 million · 
years on a biotite lamprophyre from just east of the ' 
Stirling area. 
Petrochemistry 
Major element analyses of ten representative · drill 
core . samples are presented in Table III-2. ·No trace 
element analyses were made. The results of only ten 
samples necessarily limits any interpreta;;on or the 
drawing of any firm conclusions on the ~etrochemical 
origins of the Lush's Bight Group. The . results do allow, 
however, · simple comparisons with each other and with 
~nalyses of rocks elsewhere in the Lush • s Bight Group ~ 
Three analyses from siliceous members of un~i t 1 shqw 
'1.. · 
a .range between 64.~1 and 69.7 per ; cent Sio
2 
· suggesting 
• ..... 
perhaps a rhyolitic composition, howeve~, other oxides 
such as Fe2o3 , MgO, Na2o and K2o do not give values typical 
~ · 
... 
. I 
TABLE Ill - 2 CHEJ'IICAL· Roo: AliALYSES. 
\ 
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of 'rhyolites. Th~ fact that this unit does not chem0ica-lly --
resemble any major igneous rock group suggests that this 
' 
unit has been severely chemically alte~ed. 
Sub-unit 4a .appears to Qe sim1lar tc;> the "Average 
Whale~cl< Volcanics;~ (Pape,zik and Fleming, 196 7) • I This 
sub-unit is probably a · low-potash tholeiitic .basalt, how-
. . ~ ' 
ever, its slo2 content is qliit_e ls>w at ~4."·3 per cent. 
Unit 2, especial-ly sUb-u~i t ·2b, shows strong si:1il-
ari ties to the "Average St. · Patrick Volcanics" 'Papezik 
and Fleming~ 196 7) . The St. Patrict Volcanics are· spill-
i tic in composition. In "the Stirling area sub-unit 2b 
... . 
shows both chloritic and c .arbonate alteration. 
The intrusive rock sub-units 6a and 6b are composit- . 
ionally similar to un.its 2 and 4_ which supports the con~ 
elusion made by most oth~r workers in the Springdale 
area (Smithering~le, 1972; Marten,. 1971; Sayeed, ·1970; 
Peters, 1967} that they · are comagmat.ic with the· volcanics 
and feeder dykes to the volcanic pile< 
The analyses of units 4 and 6 support the CO'lC'lusion 
' ' by Smitheringale {1972) that the ,Lush's Bight Group is 
predominantly a low-pota'Sh tholei·i te. Ae favoured the 
origin of the Group to be the "upper (dominantly volcani c) 
part of layer 2 of oceanic crust" in supper~ o f Bird' s · 
and Dewey's ( 1970) conclusion. The Stirling area, there- "'·"' 
fore ~ i s part of this volcanic environment. The occurr-
' ... 
... 
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ence of isolated pillpws and the widL'spread abundance of 
dykes indicate':'> tlw Stirling an•a is str,ltigraphically 
clbOVL' the 1 ShL'L'tCd dykes' . in the OphiolilL' Str~t iyraphy . 
/ 
) 
. ' 
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CHAPTER IV 
STR~CTURAL GEOLOGY 
General Statement ., 
The Stirling map-area has some of the mos·t;. ~ intt:mse -
metamorphic alterat~on and structural deformation of any 
of the Lush's Bight·areas. The primary features of 
individual volcanic flows or pyroclastic units <:annat be 
recognized in outcrop due to this alteration and defor- -
rna tion. For . thi~ reason'. true bedding canr:wt be me.asured. 
_y 
The pillo~ structures are invariably altereJ\and replaced 
.' ~l 
by epidot~ and quartz and there,fore tops cafinot be 
determined by pillow's, as can be done in .some other areas 
of Lush's Bighf volcanics. 
As primary attitudes of t~e volcanic flows and 
. pyroc.lastics cannot be n;cognized in outcrop, it .. is 
• 
necessarv to assume for purposes of structural interpret-
ation, thcat con,tacts between the lithological units as 
drawn on a few dri 11 ·cr9ss-sections (with two or more 
holes) are roughly parallel to the primary stratigraphic 
contacts. The outcrop pattern of the voicanic units 
. . 0 ; . 
trends approx~mately 060 and the dips on the drill cross-· 
j . '0 0 . 
sections range from 55 to _75 _northwest. 
With the exc~pt ion of unit 7, all units have one 
good fabric - s 1 . This fabric is penetrative, with the 
I 
I 
I 
,.· 
' · 
' 
f 
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exception Of . the pillow structur:es of sub-uni ~ 4b ·and the 
COurSL' volcanic fr<,lgmcnts of unit 3. 'rhe sl fabric 
stn.kcs 060° to 070° and dips between 50° and 85° north-
west, with most between 60° and 75°. By comparing the 
orientation of the lithological contacts with the anyle 
between s 1 and the core a)(is, as shown on the drill cross-
sections (Figure 2), with two or more holes, it is seen , 
From 
or 1'1early parallel to the . lithological CODtacts. 
th . .H ,in most instances s 1 is either slightly st~eper than 
.this, it is ·assumed that the volcanjc units arc upright 
with tops facing nor-thwest: 
The area ..north of, Stir ling 
. Po.nd1s underl ain by one limb of a major i
1 
fold. 
Locally, ,~ink bands, small scale crenulation· folding, 
.lfld. strain :s_l ip cleavage, all a f ~ecting s
1
, give evidence 
for a second' dcfo_rmation ~ o
2
. 
. In . a few thin. sections of sericite schists from unit 
1, a fai.nt pre-s1 sericite fabric was seen to be cut by 
the I,Tiai n sericite schistosity (Plate V-B). The angle 
b~tw~·en t.he early f ahric and S 1 was s~en in some sections 
to be about · 35° . . As . this pre -s1 fe~.bric was not s~en , in \ 
ttl.::> chlQrite -r'ich un.i,ts, nor in outcrop, it is possible 
: ', L • o 
that; this ·f.abri.c was only locally developed or a p e n e t-
rative .e'ar ly fabric has been almost comple~ely obl i t erated 
... 
·f 
Two s e t s of f a ults ~rending 0-30° and 060° have -been 
60 
recognized which correspond to strong topographic· linears 
(Figure l). 
.-
Units 1 to 6 have· been regionally metamOrphosed to 
• 
the greenschist facies, with epidote, chlorite, albite, 
carbdnate,. quartz and serici re the common metamorphic 
minerals prese~ t. 
• 
·~ · 
nl deformation 
The Sl. fabric consists o} a rroderately well . developed 
cleavage in units. 2a, 4 and 6, and a schistosity in units 
t, 2b, and the matrlx ~f the ' volcanic breccia, unit 3. 
In some outcrops of units lb and 3, the s_chistosi cy 
consists of intersecting foliations that appear as. a 
microaugen texture with chlorite and/or sericite wrapping 
around apparently siliceous g.rJains or clasts. 
Microscopically, the cleavage consists of . closely 
.. 
' . spaced planes with chlorite growing ':"'ith a pre.ferre(:]. 
orientation. 'rhe schistosity is composed of eithe;r·. 
< 
chlorite bands or sericite-carbonate bands s~parated by 
.·. 
bands of mainly quartz ,and/orj albite. • 
M\}jor F 1 folds are believed. tC? .have been formed by . Di 
on a scale that is as large as or_ larger than the rnit,p-area. 
" 11 the area lying between Sti~ling anti Bucksh~e Ponds 
· .. '. ~ .. 
is believed to be. a volcanic 'sequence formi.n'g part of 
one ·limb of a . very large fold. South of Stirling Pond 
-.. 
· ..... 
61 - Plate XII 
A Drag-folded dyke with "S" shape, 'A' zone 
near hole SP-3-68 
B Drag-folded dyke with "Z" shape, at 8700E, 
8600N. 
- . 62- Plate XIII 
.· 
A Boudinaged epidosite bodies in outcrop. 
B Kink band in outcrop at 14,100E, 9600N. 
..... 
... 
• A 
• 
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the area underlain by unit _4b may represent another li~ 
··of the major ·fold with a folq axis striking through 
Stirling_and both of the Twin .Ponds. Alternatively, 
thts area qf 4b may represent part of the same volcanic 
sequence as north of S~irling Pond but exp'dsed by faulting. 
Minor F1 folds occ~r a~ dra~-folding in dyke~ (Plate 
XII). North of Stirling Pond, several drag-folds a~l 
have the same "S" shape .and ~re s.teeply- 'plunging. The "S" 
~~ 
shape would indicate that . th~ closure of the- related major 
F 1 · folq i _s to the w~s t:-south;·IE~st of the map-area. Only 
one drag-fold in a dyke wa~ seen south of Stirlin~ Pond and 
it has a "Z" shape opposite to the otners., This would be 
-expected if the area south of Stirling Pond is the other 
limb of a majo·r F 1 fold and- the :· closure is indicated to 
be in the , same direction, 
Boudinage is developed in a few places and is - best seen 
in cliff faces (Plate XIII A). '• Epidosite bodies have 
. ~ ; 
been stretched into boudins parallel . to the dip of s
1 
indicating stretching in a steep direction during D 
l Je formation. · 
o2 deformation 
Kink ba(lds ~ - smal1--scale crenulation folding and 
·-. 
I 
itrain-slip cleavage occur loca~ly in only a few place q. 
~ink bands we re qeen both in outcrop (Plate XIIIB) and in 
-.-
; . 
~ ·.-
' .. 
5-, -~ . 
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the drill core, while ulat,i.on foldi.nq and strain-
slip cleavage were only in the drill core (Plate XIV). 
In each case these st tur~s have deforme.j s 1 and thus 
·they are F 2 folds. Mos.t occurrences · of these structures 
are closely related spa ially to faults or assumed fault 
zones. 
· Faults 
. Numerous inte:r;sect.ions of fault breccia and gouge 
in the drill core ·.'r.e .. ~ direct indication of the. abund-
ance of'· faults in the 1ap-area . . J}lmost invariably the 
fault · breccia or goug~ lintetse~ti~ns a .re . a~cornpanied 
by "bleached" al te~:'ltiof zones ranging in width from a few 
inches to (rarely) about 100 feet (core length - Plate 
XIV). Some of these "bleacheQ" zones· occur without a 
related·· fault intersection, however, from experience it is 
probably a safe assumption that a f~vlt is nearby; 
In the "B" zone (F'igure 1) where the drill holes 
are closely spaced, correlation from hole to hol-e of many 
of the i;:ault intersections i .s possible. The two main 
directions of faults are 060°, 45°NW and 0 0 30 1 55°W. Faults 
Fa, Fb and Fe belo.n~ to the 060° trend and Fd and Fe 
belong to the 030° trend. To the southeast of Fe are more 
0 faults that are possibly part of the 060 trend, but they 
' 
.have not been intersected in enough holes to be confirmed. 
/ 
\ 
I 
a 
c 
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" 
/ 
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.I I '1'''':!: I II I I'' I I I I ''I''' ~~ II I' I II 
Drill core samples showing structural features. 
a: 
b: 
'Bleached'-alteration zone related to 
faulting. Here both a dyke and chloritic 
basalt are altered 
0 Strain-slip cleavage at about 30 to the 
core axis~ 
c: 'Bleached' fault breccia 
d: 'Bleached~ schist 
e: Minor F fold; s 1 sericite schistosity 
with hi~hly siliceous layers in between 
Note: white dots used to emphasize the structural 
features. 
.• 
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These two sets of faults underlie the two main topo-
graphical linears . mentioned in Chapter 1. The apparent 
displacement along any given fault plane is probably 
.. ~ . 
small, hOt·/eVer, collectively,.the combined displacements 
of several parallel faults may be ·considerable. ~re 
is no direct evidence from either drill · core or out~rop 
as to the relative ages or the displacement of 'the two· 
trends. The writer interprets that the 030° trend is 
'· 
later than and offsets the earlier 060° trend. Here it 
is assumed that the faul~ zone under Stirling and Twin 
Ponds once continued diractly on strike with the fault 
zone which was intersected in holes SP-43 and SP-44 
underlying Sullivan Pond. Sullivan Pond, therefore, 
appears to be offset by the 030° trend . . If this asswnpt-
ion is correct, the apparent offset at the surface along 
the 030° trend is in the order of 1500 feet of dextral 
movement. 
Numerous other fault in.tersections 'efsewhere on the 
property may be part of these two. main trends. Late 
cross-faults are probably present and fault Ff in the "B" 
zone is possibly one . 
Discussion 
, 
The scant - evidence from thin secti~n of a pre-o
1 
: deformation allows compal;'ison with the pre-regional 
.. 
• I 
\ 
I 
! 
./ 
I 
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deformation · in ·the area -south of King's · Point where thE! 
'schist;. zones' have two fabrics, s
1 
and s
2 
(DeGra~e, 
1•971) • He was ab!e to clearly show minor F l, fo~ds cut 
by s 2 , the re9iona1 'foliation. The o1 deformation of .· 
·· · : 
the Stirliflg map-area is equivalent to ·o_,2 in DeGrace's 
area. 'rhe 'intersecting' foliations or micro augen 
tex_ture mentioned previously are believed to be a s(ngle 
'.•·· 
-fabric~_ that developed aroimd smail fragments in"thE! pyro-
clastic tmits rather than the product of two deformations~ 
At; the present level of evidence one can only speculate 
about a pre-o1 deformati.on in the $tirl.ing map-area .. 
The o1 deformatio~ in the Stirling map-ar~a j. s :the 
main regional deformation common to the whole C~tral 
'Mobile Belt. Willi~ms (1969) consic;lered this regional 
defo~ation to have been produced b~ th~ _Acadian Oi~geny 
during the Devonian' period. Marten · ( f911) also favoured 
the same'conciusion, stating probably 
Devonian age for the stron-g deformation l the Lush·~ 
Bight Group". Sayeed (1970) concluded th o
1 
deformation 
in th~ Colchester area resulted foz:m the 
TFtconic 'orogeny. 
:' 
' 
. ,  
do_vician 
The varied distri bution of epidote., particularly 
in uhi t 4, replacing pillows, as veiniets., ve i ns and 
irregular clots, and as cloudy grains in thin _s e ction, 
probably indicates an early stage of metamorphism or 
. '• 
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deuteric alteration. This w-as followed by the main 
stage of greenschist facies metamorphism of chlorite ·~nd 
sericLte alteration. The ma~n stage of metamorphism 
was coincident wi t .h the main defamation - o
1
. The 
' . 
'bleached' zones associa~ed with the faults ~re 'a later 
stage of hydrothermal alteration . 
The major P folds were produced by .tmW-SSE short-! 
ening with a steeply dipping stretching direction. · Thi s 
0 . strain may also have produce'd the 060 fault trend dur-
ing the late stages of folding as the lithology, s
1 
fabric 
and the fault tr.end all have approximately the same 
strike. 
\ 
. -
•, . 
. fl 
. ' 
.· ..-· · 
General ~tatement 
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CHAPTER V 
ECONOMIC GEOLO~ 
.. , -
di?covered in two separ.ate zones desig~ated· "A" and "B". · 
Zone · "A" is located under the old shaft ndrth of Stirling 
' Pond. Zqne "B" is located north of Lower Twin Pond (Fig-
ures 1 and 2). Both of these zones have been . extensive~y 
tested by diamond-drilling · .to approximately 900 vertical 
feet below the surface. , I 
Pyrite, chalcopyri-te, with "'inor pyrrhotite, sphaler-
.  
ite and marcasit.e are the sulphide minerals identified 
. . . \ 
in order bf· decreasing abundance. Chlorite ~quartz and 
calcite are the ,Anain gangue minerals . . 
M~neralized zones 
"A" · zone 
'The "A" zone mineralization· .\s typical· of many copper 
deposits and· prospects in the ' t'l.lsh's Bight Group. T~e 
mineralization occurs a,s massive o .r semi-massiV-e bodies,, 
disse minations, s t.ringers and veins in sqb-uni t 2a. 
· Large angular fragments of massive sulphides consist-
ing of mainly pyrite with interstitial chalcopyrite are 
t 
present on the dump at the shaft. Good ch~lcopyrite 
.. 
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. • 
~in~ralization was obst~ved in some of .the pits on strike 
with the shaft (Plate XV) • Th.e .mineralized zone strikes 
.... _ 
060° and dips be. tween 60° and .70° northwest which is 
essentially parallel with the litho logy .and the main sl I 
fabric. The strike length is about 400 . feet. Hole 
SP-68-l, intersected qigh..:.grade chalcof>yri te mineralization, 
5.5%: Cu ov'er 14.5 f~et, under the sh,ift. .. The best 
- r 
,t.J poten~ially mineable ore intersecti'Qn is in . hole SP-6-68,_ 
1. 7% cu· over~ fe~t (core· length) ·. Section · 10, OOOE 
( Figu.re 2) shows goodfwertical continuity of the mineral i z-
ation to about 700 feet verti£al depth. To the east,the 
mineralization appears to be pinching out, . with only very 
• 
weak mineralization intersected on section . 10 I OOOE. To 
. w 
the west, sev~ral scatt~red, weakly · minera.li zed intersect-
ions on section 9700£ suggest pinching out or, alter-
natively, the main mineralization has been displpced by 
faulting. 
· The ecoi'I\onic potential of this · zone is limited by 
the combined problem of lack of continuity from hole to 
hole and narrow lenses up to 5 feet wide whicl'). ·probably 
\ 
have no economic potential, Further drilling on this 
zone is not warranted without first doing a ~etailed 
geophysical survey· such as induced polfarization (I . P:). 
"B" zone 
In this zone mineralization occurs in several lenses 
.. 
. ., 
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within bo~h units 1 ahd 2. The sulphides occur as diss~ 
emina~ed grains and blebs and very commonly as a stock-
work of narrow, massive and semi-massive sulph_ide string-
. 
ers that are boEh concordant and in places oblique to 
the main fabric. Near the shaft at the west end of Lower 
~in Pond inassive pyrite and minor chalcopyrite 'wt;!re 
seen on the dump. :Small, 6 inch pods of pyrite concordant 
With the main s 1 fabric were seen in an outcr~p near the 
shaft; 
. 0 • 0 . The mineralize9 zone str~kes 060 to 070 and di~s 
60° to . ·70° northwest which is again essentially parallel 
'\ 
with t:Oe litholqgy and the main_ s1 f~bric. The •strike 
( .... 
length is approximately 1400 feet and. the verticql de.pth 
is greater than 900 feet. Several lenses ~f mine~al­
izatioo compri~e the given len<]th an<;] deJ?th di~nsions 
·' 
rat.A1er t)lan one one continuous body. The width is !lighly 
variable throughout. 
,, Section 13,900E (Figure 2) shows the best.mineral-
ization:· in the "B" zone. The intersections are as foll ·-
. - ~ · 
ows: SP-27-69: 1.3% Cu over 19 feet;· SP-23-69: 0.57% Cu 
.• 
over 40 feet; SP- 29--69: 0. 8% Cu over 100 feet; and 
. 
SP-39-69: 0 . 5% Cu over 97 f e e t. The last three inte r -
sections are .probably wide enough •tor low cost under-
g round mi n i ng methods, however, thej grade ' is a little 
low and the r efore wi 1 1 on.l,y b e e conomic during pet;.iods 
l"· 
'-...) 
,. 
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or high copper prices. 
It should be noted that the best mineralization 
occurs .w'i thin sub-unit lb, si 1 iceous tuffaceous schists. 
This is not the typical host rock for copper mineral-
iz at ion i!n the Lush's Bigh.t Group. The economic potent-
" ial of the '.~a~~ · ~one .i:s much greater than for the •A" zone. 
' . ~ ,. , • ' . • • •• I, I ' 
·"Agairi, further drilling on 'this :. zone is not warr~nted 
without first · doing a c;i~tailed . geophysical · s4rvey such 
as induced· pol ariza·tion (I. P:) .. 
•· 
Other areas 
.. ·, 
Outside of· the "A" and "B" zones, several other 
· widely separatid holes were 
of SP~~6-69, n~ ~ignificant 
drilled. With the · exception · 
mineralization was inter-
sected. In ·this ~ole, low-grade copper mineralization 
was i .ntersected over . 25 fee·t, whicn may indicate the "B" 
zone is open for at least 800 feet west of holes . SP-15~ 
68 and SP-16-68. 
Mineralogy 
Pyrite 
Pyrite is the most abundant .a~d widespread sulphide 
mineral in the map-area. It is abundant in units 1 ·and 2~ 
and is dissemin'ate,d in minor amounts in units 3,.4,5,6b 
~d 6c. Pyrite occurs as·. massive bodies (propably pod-
like), veins, stringers, and disseminated grains·and 
• 
' 
. . 
·-
------~----~--., -
' . ,. 
•' 
.• 
;"_ 
' -
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blebs (Plaate XVI-c,e,g and P\ate XVII-d) ; r It is·medium-
- ' ' . \ 
to coarse- .,grained_ and granoblc.stl.-c to euhedral. 
. .. . .. -· . - . Conunon- ·-
ly 1 the pyr\ te• l)as . broken· and crushed" corners indicating 
:. . . .. . 0 
~ 
that it has · behaved b{ittly dur~n~ deformad.on .· The _ 
pyrite is str~ngly fraatured and matching walls are common-
ly" seen. Highly anoinalqus int~rference colours are also 
seen. ' ·. 
Ch al c~py rite 
" • " f , · 
\ 
:t!sually . oc;:cur; in· \ :lo ::: e as.s~ciation with pyrite. 
Chal"Copyri te, the second most abundant sulphide, 
This . 
. ch-al~opy ri te-:i:)yt). te association is, main~y restricted 'to 
' ' 
units 1 and 2\ The higb,~grade 1 inter.sections ·.(Pl-ate XV-B) 
. consist of ,mas.sive or semi-m:assive chalco·pyrite with 
.- . 
lesser arnot!nts of pyrite, . upually as inclusions (Plate 
xvr-q,d, f, a,nd Plate xv·n:r·-B). D-t the :low-grade interse~t-
. ~ " 
ions. and the massi ~e py~ite ~odl,es, chalcopyti te ,is mainly . .. . . . . 
prese~t as fracture fip.ings wi thi_p and around t~e py.t'i te ' 
g ra1ns. Typiaa1ly, the ch'alcopyrite · is fine grained and \\ . . . 
. anhedral. 'IWJpned · ch i:rlc:cipyt!~ te was obs-erved in one 
polished section~ 
" ... " 
Pyrrhotite 
Pyrrhotite occurs locally ·in minor· amo_unts in the 'B' 
. 
zone . In · o,ne outcrop o f sub-un'it 4,a, about .500 feet 
nor t h of_ Uppe r Twin Pond, pyrrhotite- was seen as · fine 
·. ui~seminat;ed grai n s . It has a l s o b een re cognize d i n the 
I \ 1 
' -· 
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Plate XV 
A Test pit on the 'A' zone, on baseline near shaft. 
On the left note the distinct reddish iron staining. 
I !d,h I I I I 1tf' I I I I' I I ~I' I I I I' I I ~~ I I I I I' I I ~II I I I I' I I ~I' I I I I I I I~~ 
B Rich chalcopyrite in dark green chlorite schist 
from above pit at position of the hammer. 
75 Plate XVI 
b 
d 
I !d,!sl fl I I 11, I I I f I' f I ~ II I I I f I I ~ I I I I I' I I ~~I 1 I I ( 11 I ~ ll ll 11 I I ~\ 
Drill core samples of sulphides: 
a: narrow, massive chalcopyrite with abundant 
inclusions in chlorite schist. 
b: semi-massive pyrite and chalcopyrite in 
chlorite schist. 
c: disseminated pyrite interstitial to 
jasper grains. 
d: massive chalcopyrite with pyrite and 
inclusions of chlorite and quartz. 
e: coarse pyrite grains with fine-grained 
interstitial patches of pyrrhotite {brown). 
f: massive chalcopyrite, minor pyrite in 
chlorite schist. 
g: pyrite stringer, massive in middle with 
disseminated grains at margins concor-
dant with s1 fabric. 
- 76 - Plate XVII 
Drill core samples of sulphides: 
a: massive pyrrhotite with chlorite schist 
and pyrite inclusions. 
b: banded semi-massive sulphides. 
c: marcasite (dark brown) with anhedral 
pyrite inclusions (light) 
d: deformed pyrite - note at end small 
cross-cutting veinlet openly folded 
by main S fabric. 
l 
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Plate XVIII 
I I . I I I t I 
A Ma~s~ve pyrrhot~te, h~gher magn~f~cat~on 
of Plate XVII a. Note the dark chlor~te 
sch~st ~nclus~ons have the ma~n s 1 fabr~c. 
I 
B Banded sulph~des, h~gher magn~f~cat~on of 
Plate XVII b. Ragged band of chalcopyr~te 
~n the m~ddle and coarse granoblast~c pyr~te · 
on the left s~de. 
- 78 - Plate XIX 
I I I ljlllllllll \II II \ 
Oths 1 · 2 
A Marcasite ? (dark brown) close-up of Plate XVII c. 
Also pyrite and minor chalcopyrite in chlorite schist. 
I I I ' I I I I I I I I 10ths 1 I I ' I I I I ' I t l .2 ' 
B Deformed pyrite, close-up of Plate XVII d. Coarse-
grained, fractured pyrite with abundant quartz in 
pressure shadows. Note on right, folded veinlet. 
In lower left corner, finer grains of crudely fol-
iated pyrite. 
I 
.. 
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following holes: SP-21'-6.8, SP-23-69, SP-31-69 ' · SP-37.,-69. 
!n these holes it occur$ as massive or semi-massive veins 
only a few inches thick, and as interstitial grp.ins 
·aroq..nd coa+se pyrite grains (Plat~ XVI-e and Plate Xvll-a). 
Within these massive veins are a f~w rounded arid fra<;;tured 
pyrite grains that are probably the unreplaced remnants of 
larger grains. Chlorite, quartz and carbonate inclusions 
. . 
are abundant and show a preferred orientation that is 
~-
probably pArt ~f the s 1 fab.ri .c (Pla.te X.VIII - A). 
Sphalerite 
Sphalerite is a very minor accessory · sulphide . mineral 
th;at: appe.ars to be restricted to ·. the "A" zone. In one .. 
polished section (SP-1-68-180) sphalerite was seen as fine, · . 
euhedral grains within massive chalcopyrite and also 
bordering · and filling fractures in pyrite. Texturally, 
the occurrence of sphalerite is much the same as chal-
copyrite and pyrrhotite · with respect to .pyrite. 
it Marcasite 
•. 
Marcasite was identified in one po~ish~d thin ~ect­
ion. Its microscopic texture is banded and pyrite inclus- · . 
ions are abundant (Plates XVII -c and XIX-A) 
; .. 
Deformation of the sulphides 
The mai n . deformation D has produced several small- . 
. . l 
si:al.e st.ructures in the s :ulphides indicating .the·ir re-
,, 
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mobilization. Most conunonly the euhedral pyrite grains 
have crushed or broken corners and have many iz:actures 
indicating their brittle behaviour. during deformation. 
Chalcopyrite and other sulphides conunonly fill fractures 
in and around pyrite. Plate XIX-B shows a pyrite veinlet 
that has been openly folded by the main s1 fabric. Plate 
_, 
XVIII-A shows ma??ive pyrrhotite with chloritic inclusions 
all with the same preferred orientation. In places the 
dis?eminated py~e gtains show trefer~ed ori\nta:ion 
that is part of &e main p1 fabri • Rarely, pods of 
massive pyrite about ' 6 inches lo g are bounded by an 
augen-like schistosity. 
In the "A" zon·e, the sulphides c :losely Conform to 
the m{lin structural and strati-graphic trends. In the "B" 
'zone some narrow, massive -sulphide stringers in places 
show cross-cuttin'g relationships . to the structure 
-_ and stratigraphy, however, this is to be expected ,in · a 
sulphide . zone that is predominantly a stockwork of, . 
. stringers, veins and disseadnatio~. . .. · • 1.' . . ·•. 
The D~. deformation is only local7"X ,pres=ent as kin·k 
. . ~.·~ ~ \ 
bci.'1ds and sclall-scale folds. In the dri:ll . core, 'an F2 
fold is rarely seen in a sul,phide · int~rsectibn. Else-
, j · • 
J' . . 
- where in the Lush's :Bight terrane _. (i.e . . ·.the · colch~ster. 
. . . . 
property) the writer hi!~ seen _ -_~';ll,P~t3:es 6oncentratep 
or remobilized in th~ noses ~£ . ~2 folds ·. -
. - ) '• 
. . 
.. 
-· 
. -,, 
' _ _..,_ 
<l , 
, · 
• 
· . .. 
• 
·- ' 
,· 
I · 
•·. 
'· 
.. 
Origin .of the sulphides 
The regional setting of the sulphide depdsits in 
~· the Springdale qrea, i.e. always occurring in the Lush's 
. ' 
Bight Group, has led most worke·rs . since Williams (1963) 
to genetically relate the sulphides to the Lusry 1 s Bight 
volcanism. In the Stirling map-area ~d~ fini t.ive primary 
sulphide textu~es, such as colloform pyrite ~ere not 
. . 
..... . seen. The banded su.lphides shown in Plate xvu·I-B may 
be of primary origin. 
There is evi9ence for local remooillzation of the 
sulphides as a consequence of deformation and accom~ny- · , 
ing recrystallization, as discus.sed above. ~ 
There is no evidence noted within trte map-area such 
as I foreign I intrusive bodieS tO question the VOlcano- . 
genic origin for the sulphiefes. 
Comparison with other sulphide deposits 
The cupiferous sulphide deposits in the Troodos 
• • 
.• complex in Cyprus are u~ed as type examples· of ophiolite 
suLPhi~e minerali~ation (Hutchinson and Searle, 1971 and 
~earle, 19·72). Upadhyay and Strong (1973) cite the Betts 
COve coppe,r deposits (appx:ox!mately 25 miles north of the 
Stir.l)ng map-area as an example of ophiolite sulphide 
' · ~ mineralization. · · 
•• 
Some workers such as Strong and Sear.le, contend t hat 
' 
.•. · 
~· . 
~ ·· .. 
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these ophiolitic sulphide deposits occur at a stratig-
raphic level low in the volcanic pile, at or above the 
distinctive sheeted diab,ase-pillow lava contact. 
Similarly the York Harbour copper-zinc deposits 
in We~tern Newfoundland are stratabound lenses accomp-
anying unaerlying disseminated .and stringer sulphides 
that occur near or at the contact between lower alte·red 
.. 
pillow lavas with upper less altered and magnetite 
' 
bearing pillow lavas. Both these pillow lava units are 
part of the Blow Me Down layered ophiolite. The pillow 
lavas are underlain by gabbro and peridotite (Hutchinson 
- ' and Duke 1974). 
~he Stirling deposit.lies a~ove the sheeted diabase, 
,. however 1 its exact level is not known as the sheeted 
. diabases are not seen in the vicinity. · The abundance 
of dykes ~I\ the e~rea suggests that the deposits may be 
clOSf;:h(in a Stratigraphic Sense) to the qontact. 
. ' 
Th~ Stirling and many other su ec~nem~c de~osits 
in the Springdal~ 
mineralogy of pyrite and chalcopyrite 
i te and pyrrhotite.· They also occur 
- , 
volcanic rocks which are interpreted 
minor sphaler- · 
(Smithering~e, 19 72) . · Therefore 1 these dep9si ts are 
fundamentally .similar to the deposits near the contact 
of the s~eeted diabases a~d pillow lavas. 
The oc.currence of the pyroclastic rocks of unit 3 
• 
" ' 
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\ 
signifies that local centres of explosive yo.lctpic acti v-
i ty were present, as well as relatively ··quiescent fissure 
e::up~ions. Volcanogenic sulphides .may ha\re been· produced 
. . . 
· "':· l 
in e:lther environment .. , The writer prefers · thE7 inter-
pretation that the !:ulphides . were deposited from ore fluids 
in Yithologically receptive host rocks such as unit 1 
(.tuffs) and, to a lesser extent, unit 2 . 
. , from disseminated to massive sulphide Mineralization may 
be attribut;ed, at leas_t.:· i.n part, ito local . varia.tions in 
the permeability .of the host roc~s. 
' . ... ~ 
··In their modeL of a Cyprus-:type sulphide depos.i t; 1 
Hutchinson and Searle . (1971) show· .an upper ::-edimentary 1 ' 
iron -r-ich zone I underlain by the ~assi ve sulphide zone~· 
• lo I ' 
followed by ~ dissemin~ted sulphir; e stockwork. The 
Stirling deposits, especially the "B" zone are compar-
able. to the disseminated sulphide stockwork. It is · not 
• . 
· known if the other zones' were eve pre:sent or, if present, 
have been dislodged or separated 
of the deposit· . . 
rom the stdckwork part 
! 
.. 
I 
I 
I 
J 
i 
' • I 
·l / 
I 
( . 
.. 
._,. 
.l_ •. ' .• 
. ·. ·.· .. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
both bedrock and subsurface ger.iillogy. 
The Stirling .map-area tw be~fn mapeed in detail fo:r; 
From this mapping 
· and subsequent laboratory studies the ~ri ter has drawn 
the follow_~ng conclusions If 
( 
1. The map-area is uride rl ain by a s~quence of yol-
., . 
canic units'of the Lower Ordov:ician Lush's Bight 
Group. In this area the Group has been di vid~d 
into _four distinct, mappabl.e volcanic units: 
unit 1, tuffaceous sahists; unit 2, chloritic 
metabasalts; Unit 3, volc~nic breccia; and unit 
4, .epidote basalt and isol"ated pillow basalt. 
Cutting the volcanic units ·are mafic, intrusive 
rocks (uni.t 6) which are considered reeder" dykes 
and s~lls to the volcanic pile. Unit 5, rhyolite, 
and unit 7, lam~rophyre, ar~ very minor units that 
are seen only in isolated dri.ll core intersections. 
The whole-:rock analyses of units 4 and 6 ~-
have cornposi tions that fit the tholeiitic sui:~e. 
Therefore, the conci1;1sions, df. ·Bird and Devey 
(1970) and Smitherin9al~ (1972) that the Lush's 
·' ' 
- J Bight Group: is a low-potash tholeiite derived 
from layer 2 of ancient oceanic crust is support-
.ed by this ve ry limited amount bf petrochemical 
.. 
. '> 
.• 
data. 
. _./ 
- _s.s..-_ 
.. 
Analyses of altered samples of unit 1, par-
t"icularly from sub-unit lb ,·· indicate a highly 
SiliCeOUS C0mp0Si tiOn 1 nOt typical Of any general 
rock type . 
'·=: 
I 
I 
I 2. The volcanic units aR'd the related feeder 
i' 
intrusives have been deformed by the main reg-
ional C!;1f6~ation (Di) that has affecteq the 
whole of the Lush's Bight Group. This def~rmat ~ 
ion has pr?duced one good penetrative fabric 
that is e ·i ther .a cleavage or a schistosity 
depending on the rock type. It is interpreted 
·' ~from cleavage and lithological contact relation-
ships, that this steeply northwest~lipping 
volcanic sequence is upr~ght and faces north. 
The whole map-area is probably part of one limb 
of a major F1 fold. 
There is rare evidence from a few thin 
sections of schists that an early fabric may 
\ 
· have been locally developed by a pre-0
1 
<lefor-
mation . A few ·kink bands and crenulations of the 
s1 fabric attest to a lpcally Heve1oped oi 
deformation. Two main sets of faults trending 
030° and 060° have bee n recognized in the dri l l 
. core and correspond to. , strong topographical 
\ 
3 . 
' · 
" 
I 
. " " _, 
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linears. 
Two · zones of pyrite and chalcopyrite mineral-
ization with miqo r ~yrrh?ti te _and sphaleri te 
have been designated "A" and ".J". The' sulphi de~ 
occur .as massive OT nearly massive len~es, pod~ 
and a~ a stockwork of _ stringers. Blebs 0 f SUl'- . 
phi de~ . a:te d~sseminated throughout the zones. · 
In the "A" zone., 'the su~phides occur ma i nly. 
within' unit 2a; in the ''B" zone th~ sulpi')ide s 
are found .both in unit l and to a ¥sser exte nt · 
.. 
in unit . 2. Where· the sulphides o.ccur in Ute 
.. . 
chlori tic l,lili t 2, · they ~re ve ry similar to m®y 
. . . 
other copper deposits in the Lush's Bight Group 
i 
such as •:,Whal~sback, Li tt\e Bay, _anq Colchester. 
The oc~urrence pf mineralization in ~ighly 
·' 
si 1 iceOus, tuffaceous schis-ts ( unit 1) .is not ·near.-
ly a·s _J-<?~ el,sewhere . _ _ 
·-,_/ 1'he general· outline of the mi:era~i zed zen~s 
i s roughly corlfo~able with the stratigraphy and 
structure, · howeve.!=, internally"~ within the zont!s, 
\. h i gh-grade sulphide ~tringers locally exhi bit 
cros~-cutting r~lat1onsh~ps. 
" The SL\lphides are likely r elated to volcanic 
. • ·~ t l 
activity. Primary ' t exture s have b een obli tera·~ed , 
' c 
.· . 
~ --· 
' . 
· ~ 
l. , .· 
4. 
• 
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b'y recrystallization and remobilization during 
,, 
the mai.n' o1 deformation. 
The ptesent distribution of sulphides 
close~y resembles the ·lo':'T~. disseminpted stoc}-
work zone in the ophiolitic 'Cyprus type·• copper 
deppsit, and the 'stratigraphic setting or ,level· 
"'l 
of the_ Stirling copper depo.si ts may be similar 
to the disseminated parts·· of the Cyprus, Betts 
.; .. 
·cove and York Harbour deposits. 
Within the Stirling map-area, the . best .mineral-
.. . 
ized section is 13,900E, in the "B" zone. Th·e 
"B" zone, and in part.tcular sub.-uni t lb, is the 
most favou.I;"able area for additional (sulphides. 
It is recoll)ITieli.ded that pefore any drilling, 
a geophysical survey be ca,rried out over t:h~ known 
zones, and if a , favoura~le response is obtained, 
th_en the survey should be extended to cover units 
1 ~nd 2. Induced potarization (I.P.) survey- . 
ing may be the most .useful type for th-is a..rea 
dui! to its capabi,lit/ of Ci.etecting_low-grade 
sulphide mineralization at depths down to 900 feet. 
~· . 
5. The de~ailed exploration carried out by 
Brinex on this property during the peri·oq 1967-
1970 coincided with the operation of their) 
"' · 
- BB -
Whalesba<;:k mine. The s ·tirling property was an 
attractive explora1;ion target during. this period 
pe( ause of · the· close ~rox~mi ty to 
back mill and the relati yely high 
the Whales-
price of copper. 
. . 
The closing of the Whalesback mine a nd the drop 
in the price .of copper, along with erra tic copper 
values from the drilling program, undoubtab~/led 
to the d e cision by Brinex to drop their option 
on the property. 
~; In the future, periods of relat i v e ly 
high copper prices and/or techuological advance-
-. ; 
ment may warrant a re-apprai~al of the potential 
of this property. 
• <... 
·' 
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